INTRODUCTION
Land use in the Great Lakes basin is a mixture of agriculture, forest, and urban. In the Lake Erie basin large metropolitan areas and more densely populated urban and suburban areas line the lake's shore. The southern U.S. shore contains several large urban centers, including Buffalo, New York, Erie, Pennsylvania, Cleveland, Ohio, Toledo, Ohio, and Detroit, Michigan. Despite loss of population and industrial resources, these urban areas have ex perienced low density areal spread, or urban sprawl, in the last 35 years. Careless urban land develop ment adversely affects surface water resources. It increases flooding, increases nonpoint source water pollution, and degrades the integrity of head water streams and riparian corridors (Curtis 1973 , Devil biss 1994 , USEPA 1994 . Urban population centers contribute conventional biological pollutants, heavy metals, phosphorous, toxic organic chemicals, and 'Corresponding author. E-mail: wendy@wolf.csuohio.edu contaminated sediments to the lake (IJC 1982 (IJC , 1987 .
Federal, state, and local governments share re sponsibility for implementing land use and non point source runoff controls key to addressing these pollution problems. The importance of the local role stems from three conditions: 1) the authority for land use and management practices will likely remain with local governments and private land holders; 2) policy trends at the federal government level emphasize devolution of activities to state and local governments; and 3) water resource managers are shifting to watershed-based water quality man agement frameworks, which increases the impor tance of land use as a surface water resource management tool.
Given these conditions, knowledge of how local urbanizing jurisdictions (part of the metropolitan built-up area) manage surface water and land is es sential. What strategies and mechanisms do local jurisdictions use to manage their surface waters? To what extent do local governments use resource-ori 270 ented ented or or planning planning and and land land use use mechanisms? mechanisms ? To To what what extent extent do do local local governments governments coordinate coordinate their their actions actions with with other other entities entities that that affect affect surface surface water water conditions? conditions? This This paper paper explores explores these these questions questions through through a a case case study study of of the the current current status status of of local local water water and and land land management management practices practices affecting affecting sur sur face face water water resources resources in in Cuyahoga Cuyahoga County, County, Ohio, Ohio, the the greater greater Cleveland Cleveland metropolitan metropolitan urban urban area. area. I I first first describe describe the the management management and and planning planning context context for for local local governments governments in in the the Ohio Ohio Lake Lake Erie Erie basin. basin. A A description description of of the the case case study study site site and and the the research research methods methods precedes precedes a a discussion discussion of of results results and and their their implications implications for for strategies strategies to to improve improve local local govern govern ment ment participation participation in in protecting protecting Lake Lake Erie's Erie's water water quality. quality.
GREAT GREAT LAKES LAKES WATER WATER RESOURCES RESOURCES AND AND LAND LAND DEVELOPMENT DEVELOPMENT
The The pattern pattern of of urban urban development development typical typical during during the the post post World World War War II II era-low era-low density, density, separated separated residential residential and and commercial commercial land land uses, uses, automobile automobile dominated dominated transportation transportation infrastructure infrastructure (Kuntsler (Kuntsler 1993 )-placed )-placed significant significant stress stress on on the the quality quality of of the the human human environment environment and and natural natural ecosystems. ecosystems. The The natural natural flow flow of of water water was was disrupted disrupted by by such such land land development. development. Small Small streams streams were were often often filled filled during during subdivision subdivision development. development. Soil Soil erosion erosion in in creased creased as as a a result result of of careless careless construction construction practices practices that that stripped stripped vegetation vegetation and and graded graded away away the the nat nat ural ural topography topography of of development development sites. sites. Impervious Impervious surfaces surfaces replaced replaced forests, forests, woodlots, woodlots, and and pastures, pastures, increasing increasing the the volume volume of of water water runoff runoff and and degrad degrad ing ing its its quality. quality. Stream Stream bank bank erosion erosion increased, increased, espe espe cially cially during during storm storm events. events. Flood Flood levels levels and and frequency frequency increased increased as as well well (Keyes (Keyes 1976 ). 1976 ). Land Land de de velopment velopment added added pollution pollution to to surface surface waters waters from from nonpoint nonpoint runoff runoff from from streets, streets, parking parking lots, lots, and and homes. homes. Such Such development development severely severely impaired impaired the the function function of of aquatic aquatic ecosystems ecosystems as as river river and and stream stream corridors corridors were were changed changed or or destroyed destroyed (Binkley (Binkley et et ai. ai. 1975 , 1975 , Godschalk Godschalk et et ai. ai. 1978 , Calthorpe Calthorpe 1993 , Kiv Kiv ell ell 1993 , Beatley Beatley 1994 .
In In 1972 In , 1972 , the the International International Joint Joint Commission's Commission's (UC) (UC) Pollution Pollution from from Land Land Use Use Activities Activities Reference Reference Group Group (PLUARG) (PLUARG) investigated investigated the the relationship relationship be be tween tween Great Great Lakes Lakes pollution pollution and and land land use use activities. activities. PLUARG PLUARG found found that that loadings loadings of of phosphorus, phosphorus, mer mer cury, cury, lead, lead, pesticides, pesticides, PCBs, PCBs, mirex, mirex, microorgan microorgan isms, isms, sediment, sediment, and and chlorides chlorides into into the the basin basin were were increased increased by by existing existing land land management management practices. practices. In In a a set set of of representative representative watersheds, watersheds, various various urban urban and and rural rural land land use use categories categories were were analyzed analyzed for for their their annual annual unit unit area area loads loads (kg/ha/yr) (kg/ha/yr) of of suspended suspended solids, solids, phosphorus, phosphorus, nitrogen, nitrogen, lead, lead, copper, copper, zinc, zinc, and and chloride. chloride. Developing Developing urban urban land, land, although although a a smaller smaller percentage percentage of of total total land land use use in in the the basin, basin, was was found found to to contribute contribute higher higher levels levels of of four four of of these these pollu pollu tants tants per per hectare hectare than than all all other other uses uses except except irrigated irrigated agriculture. agriculture. Developing Developing urban urban land land contributed contributed 27,500 27,500 kg/ha/yr kg/ha/yr of of suspended suspended solids, solids, greater greater than than any any other other land land use use by by a a factor factor of of almost almost 5. 5. Total Total phosphorous phosphorous loadings loadings from from developing developing urban urban land land contributed contributed 23 23 kg/ha/yr. kg/ha/yr. The The contributions contributions of of phos phos phorous phorous from from other other uses uses ranged ranged from from .02 .02 to to 9.1 9.1 kg/ha/yr. kg/ha/yr. A A similar similar pattern pattern was was found found for for nitrogen, nitrogen, where where developing developing urban urban lands lands contributed contributed 63 63 kg/ha/yr kg/ha/yr compared compared to to up up to to 42 42 for for general general agricul agricul ture, ture, and and up up to to 43 43 for for cropland cropland (PLUARG (PLUARG 1978:52) . 1978:52). The The PLUARG PLUARG results results were were mirrored mirrored by by other other later later studies, studies, which which found found that that urban urban runoff runoff accounts accounts for for 65% 65% of of stream stream pollution pollution and and 76% 76% of of lake lake pollution pollution in in metropolitan metropolitan areas areas of of the the United United States States (Thomp (Thomp son son 1989). 1989).
The The built built form form of of post-World post-World War War II II urbanization urbanization characterizes characterizes land land use use development development patterns patterns in in Cuyahoga Cuyahoga County, County, Ohio Ohio as as well. well. The The county county popu popu lation lation in in 1950 1950 was was 1, 389,456; 1,389,456; in in 1960, 1960, 1,647,895; 1,647,895; in in 1970, 1970, 1,720,835 1,720,835 1962, 1962, 1977). 1977 ). Cleveland's Cleveland's first first and and second second rings rings of of suburbs suburbs grew grew in in population population during during this this time time as as the the city's city's population population decreased. decreased. By By 1980, 1980, county county popu popu lation lation had had fallen fallen to to 1, 1, 498,400 498,400 (U.S. (U.S. Bureau Bureau of of the the Census Census 1980) 1980) and and by by 1990, 1990 , to to 1,412,140 1,412,140 (U.S. (U.S. Bu Bu reau reau of of the the Census Census 1990). 1990). Despite Despite an an overall overall loss loss of of population, population, the the urbanized urbanized area area of of Cuyahoga Cuyahoga County County continued continued to to spread spread outward outward over over the the last last 20 20 years. years. Population Population shifted shifted from from the the City City of of Cleveland Cleveland to to the the adjacent adjacent and and then then outlying outlying suburbs, suburbs, and and is is now now shifting shifting again again to to the the six six counties counties surrounding surrounding Cuya Cuya hoga hoga (Fig. (Fig. 1) . 1).
(U.S. (U.S. Bureau Bureau of of the the Census Census
Conversion Conversion of of land land from from farm farm and and village village to to urban urban uses uses caused caused alarm alarm for for some some land land use use profes profes sionals sionals in in the the region region as as early early as as 1948 . 1948 In that that year year the the Cuyahoga Cuyahoga County County Regional Regional Planning Planning Commis Commis sion sion warned warned that that trends trends in in residential residential building building and and roads roads were were spreading spreading population population outward outward from from Cleveland Cleveland in in an an inefficient, inefficient, wasteful wasteful pattern. pattern. The The Commission's Commission's study study estimated estimated that that the the population population of of 635,000 635,000 families families they they expected expected by by 2000 2000 could could comfortably comfortably live live on on 3/4 3/4 of of the the land land in in the the county. county. Instead, Instead, urban urban development development spread spread "thinly" "thinly" over over the the entire entire county county (Beach (Beach 1994 :9). 1994 .
In In the the face face of of these these regional regional changes, changes, what what hap hap pened pened to to surface surface water water resources resources in in Cuyahoga Cuyahoga County? County? Ever-spreading Ever-spreading urban urban land land development development 
has has severely severely degraded degraded the the region's region's streams streams and and rivers. rivers. A A recent recent briefing briefing paper paper notes notes that that urban urban runoff runoff in in Cuyahoga Cuyahoga County County contributes contributes half half a a mil mil lion lion pounds pounds of of phosphorous, phosphorous, over over 6 6 million million pounds pounds of of organic organic matter, matter, 20,000 20,000 pounds pounds of of lead, lead, 85,000 85,000 pounds pounds of of zinc, zinc, and and 20,000 20,000 pounds pounds of of copper copper to to the the county's county's major major tributaries tributaries and and to to near-shore near-shore Lake Lake Erie Erie each each year. year. Urbanization Urbanization of of the the natural natural land land scape scape accounts accounts for for most most of of this this pollution pollution burden burden (Cameron (Cameron 1995 ). 1995 . The The 1992 1992 Ohio Ohio Water Water Resource Resource Inventory Inventory noted noted that that the the leading leading causes causes of of partial partial and and non-attain non-attain ment ment of of the the state's state's river river and and stream stream water water quality quality standards standards were were organic organic enrichment, enrichment, siltation/sedi siltation/sedi mentation, mentation, and and habitat habitat modification. modification. Land Land use use ac ac tivities tivities associated associated with with urbanization urbanization are are considered considered the the greatest greatest threat threat to to the the health health and and well-being well-being of of headwater headwater streams streams and and significantly significantly contribute contribute to to these these problems. problems. The The state state report report considers considers land land use use policies policies and and the the presence presence of of a a riparian riparian buffer buffer zone zone the the two two most most important important covariates covariates determining determining the the ability ability of of streams streams to to support support aquatic aquatic life life (Ohio (Ohio EPA EPA 1994) 1994) . .
INSTITUTIONAL INSTITUTIONAL ASPECTS ASPECTS OF OF SURFACE SURFACE
WATER WATER RESOURCE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT In In most most metropolitan metropolitan regions regions in in the the United United States States today, today, the the condition condition of of surface surface water water resources resources is is affected affected by by a a loose loose network network of of multiple multiple levels levels and and types types of of governments, governments, organizations, organizations, and and private private citizens citizens (Croke (Croke et et al. al. 1973 , Schueler Schueler 1994 . This This network network is is characterized characterized by by a a fragmentation fragmentation of of re re sponsibility sponsibility and and authority. authority. Federal Federal and and state state agen agen cies cies have have responsibility responsibility for for enforcing enforcing water water quality quality regulatory regulatory programs programs and and for for developing developing water water re re source source management management guidelines. guidelines. Local Local governments governments retain retain land land use use regulatory regulatory authority. authority. No No one one entity entity is is responsible responsible for for all all conditions conditions that that affect affect the the use use and and quality quality of of surface surface water water resources, resources, creating creating a a frag frag mented mented action action space space (Lang (Lang and and Brooks Brooks 1987). 1987) . Inter Inter action action among among these these organizations organizations varies varies greatly, greatly, depending depending in in part part on on whether whether interaction interaction is is man man dated dated by by law law or or voluntary. voluntary. Variability Variability in in local local prior prior ities, ities, political political culture, culture, and and technical technical capabilities capabilities affect affect local local participation participation significantly. significantly.
An An ideal ideal model model of of surface surface water water planning planning and and management management is is comprehensive comprehensive and and integrative integrative in in terms terms of of knowledge, knowledge, decision decision making, making, and and imple imple mentation mentation (Simonds (Simonds 1978 , Steiner Steiner 1991 . 1991). Planning Planning and and management management is is done done at at the the watershed-scale, watershed-scale, in in corporating corporating a a multi-media multi-media and and watershed-ecosystem watershed-ecosystem knowledge knowledge base base (Great (Great Lakes Lakes Science Science Advisory Advisory Board Board 1978 , Royal Royal Commission Commission 1992 . If If we we assume assume that that formation formation of of a a super-unit super-unit of of government government is is un un likely likely in in most most metropolitan metropolitan regions regions in in the the United United States, States, a a more more integrative, integrative, watershed-based watershed-based approach approach would would be be implemented implemented in in a a loose loose organizational organizational net net work work characterized characterized by by fragmented fragmented authority authority and and high high variability variability in in technical technical and and organizational organizational resources. resources. This This model model more more closely closely mirrors mirrors existing existing institu institu tional tional arrangements arrangements in in most most metropolitan metropolitan regions regions in in the the United United States. States. Under Under such such conditions, conditions, both both the the level level of of coordination coordination among among organizations organizations and and the the unilateral unilateral actions actions by by local local governments governments significantly significantly affect affect surface surface water water resources. resources.
A A watershed-based watershed-based approach approach to to surface surface water water management management would would be be based based on on coordination coordination among among parties parties responsible responsible and and capable capable of of affecting affecting surface surface water water resources. resources. Using Using a a coordination coordination model, model, the the network network of of parties parties would would develop develop sys sys tems tems for for sharing sharing information information and and for for concerted concerted de de cision cision making. making. Each Each jurisdiction, jurisdiction, agency, agency, or or non-governmental non-governmental organization organization would would adjust adjust poli poli cies cies to to reflect reflect any any collaborative collaborative decisions. decisions. Partici Partici pation pation in in this this approach approach could could be be justified justified on on expectations expectations that that coordination coordination would would result result in in supe supe rior rior decision decision making making outcomes outcomes (less (less nonpoint nonpoint source source pollution, pollution, less less frequent frequent and and damaging damaging floods, floods, etc.). etc.). The The model model assumes assumes that that each each partici partici pant pant would would accrue accrue increased increased benefits benefits from from its its col col laborative laborative participation participation (Molnar (Molnar and and Rodgers Rodgers 1982) 1982) and and that that some some redundancy redundancy and and competition competition in in man-man agement agement responsibilities responsibilities might might lead lead to to better better and and more more accountable accountable performance performance (Bendor (Bendor 1985 , 1985 , Mol Mol nar nar and and Rodgers Rodgers 1982 ). 1982 .
Such Such a a model model has has been been adopted adopted to to some some degree degree in in the the Great Great Lakes Lakes basin, basin, where where information information exchange exchange has has been been spurred spurred by by the the Great Great Lakes Lakes Water Water Quality Quality Agreements Agreements and and its its various various programs. programs. Still, Still, surface surface water water pollution pollution from from urban urban nonpoint nonpoint sources sources re re mains mains problematic. problematic. To To what what degree degree are are local local gov gov ernments ernments participating participating or or coordinating coordinating with with other other jurisdictions jurisdictions and and agencies agencies when when making making land land use use decisions decisions that that will will affect affect the the condition condition of of surface surface waters? waters? The The next next pages pages review review the the most most relevant relevant coordination-based coordination-based initiatives initiatives affecting affecting Lake Lake Erie's Erie's watersheds watersheds and and the the role role of of local local governments. governments.
Coordination-Based Coordination-Based Initiatives Initiatives

PLUARG PLUARG
The The 1978 1978 PLUARG PLUARG report report urged urged development development of of a a comprehensive comprehensive strategy strategy to to reduce reduce nonpoint nonpoint source source loadings, loadings, but but found found that that local local urban urban development development programs programs in in general general were were not not considering considering water water quality quality problems. problems. The The report report urged urged that that govern govern ments ments make make better better use use of of existing existing planning planning mecha mecha nisms nisms ... ... insuring insuring that that developments developments affecting affecting land land are are planned planned to to minimize minimize the the inputs inputs of of pol pol lutants lutants to to the the Great Great Lakes; Lakes; and and ... ... insuring insuring that that planners planners are are aware aware of of and and consider consider PLU PLU ARG ARG findings findings in in the the development development and and review review of of land land use use plans plans ... ... [and [and place] place] greater greater em em phasis phasis ... ... on on the the preventive preventive aspects aspects of of laws laws and and regulations regulations directed directed toward toward control control of of non non point point pollution pollution (PLUARG (PLUARG 1978 . 72-74).
The The report report recommended recommended education education of of urban urban offi offi cials cials to to demonstrate demonstrate the the relationship relationship between between their their areas areas of of responsibility responsibility and and water water quality quality problems problems and and recommended recommended implementation implementation of of programs programs to to encourage encourage local local units units of of government government to to develop develop storm storm water water management management and and sedimentation sedimentation con con trols. trols. Implementation Implementation of of the the PLUARG PLUARG report report rec rec ommendations ommendations was was minimal. minimal. A A 1983 1983 report report issued issued by by the the IJC IJC Water Water Quality Quality Board's Board's Nonpoint Nonpoint Source Source Control Control Task Task Force Force concluded concluded that that the the governments governments of of Canada Canada and and the the US US "had "had made made no no formal formal re re sponse sponse to to the the recommendations recommendations of of PLUARG PLUARG ... ... re re garding garding pollution pollution from from land land use use activities, activities, neither neither country country had had undertaken undertaken comprehensive comprehensive programs programs to to combat combat nonpoint nonpoint sources, sources, ... ... [and] [and] urban urban sources sources of of nonpoint nonpoint pollution pollution had had received received very very little little atten atten tion" tion" (Nonpoint (Nonpoint Source Source Pollution Pollution Control Control Task Task Force Force 1983). 1983).
RAPs RAPs
Some Some progress progress toward toward including including pollution pollution from from land land use use has has been been made made in in developing developing Remedial Remedial Action Action Plans Plans for for the the basin's basin's Areas Areas of of Concern. Concern. Some Some RAPs RAPs have have adopted adopted a a watershed-based watershed-based framework framework as as part part of of their their adoption adoption of of an an ecosystem ecosystem approach approach recommended recommended by by the the International International Joint Joint Commission, Commission, but but integration integration of of land land use use concerns concerns has has been been inconsistent inconsistent across across the the RAP RAP program program (Kellogg (Kellogg 1993 . In In Ohio, Ohio, the the Remedial Remedial Action Action Plan Plan process process for for the the Cuyahoga Cuyahoga River River has has been been underway underway for for several several years. years. Until Until recently, recently, there there has has been been nO nO concerted concerted outreach outreach effort effort aimed aimed at at local local decision decision makers makers and and planners. planners. Recently, Recently, however, however, the the RAP RAP coordinating coordinating committee committee has has begun begun an an initiative initiative at at the the Big Big Creek Creek sub-basin sub-basin level level that that includes includes outreach outreach to to local local decision decision makers makers concerning concerning land land use use and and nonpoint nonpoint source source pollution pollution (Personal (Personal Conversation Conversation with with Kelvin Kelvin Rodgers, Rodgers, Cuyahoga Cuyahoga River River RAP RAP Coordi Coordi nator, nator, February February 15, 15, 1997). 1997).
LaMP LaMP
The The Lake Lake Erie Erie Lakewide Lakewide Management Management Plan Plan (LaMP), (LaMP), begun begun in in 1993, 1993, will will include include recommenda recommenda tions tions for for specific specific programs programs or or actions actions for for nonpoint nonpoint sources sources of of a a set set of of critical critical toxic toxic pollutants. pollutants. The The State State of of Ohio Ohio is is acting acting as as the the lead lead state state level level agency agency for for the the Lake Lake Erie Erie LaMP, LaMP, and and public public advisory advisory and and technical technical committees committees have have been been convened convened for for the the program. program. The The states states and and federal federal governments governments with with jurisdiction jurisdiction in in the the Lake Lake Erie Erie basin basin have have developed developed initial initial loading loading estimates estimates for for the the critical critical pollutants pollutants (USEPA (USEPA 1993a). 1993a). A A recent recent Ohio Ohio EPA EPA summary summary of of the the LaMP LaMP notes notes that that the the plan's plan's binational binational manage manage ment ment committee committee will will be be formed formed of of "senior-level "senior-level managers managers from from Federal, Federal, Provincial, Provincial, State State and and Tribal Tribal governments governments with with responsibility responsibility for for water water quality, quality, fish fish and and wildlife, wildlife, agriculture, agriculture, human human health, health, re re search, search, and and land-use land-use planning" planning" (Ohio (Ohio EPA EPA 1997). 1997). Land Land use use planning planning is is not not done done at at these these levels levels of of government, government, however, however, in in Great Great Lakes Lakes states. states.
United United States States federal federal initiatives initiatives are are based based on on a a combination combination of of mandates mandates and and incentives incentives de de signed signed to to stimulate stimulate cooperative cooperative efforts efforts between between lev lev els els of of government. government. Results Results have have been been mixed, mixed, however. however.
Clean Clean Water Water Act Act
PLUARG PLUARG had had anticipated anticipated that that in in the the United United States, States, "preparation "preparation of of Section Section 208 208 water water quality quality management management plans. plans. .. .. [would] [would] provide provide a a firm firm basis basis upon upon which which to to develop develop solutions" solutions" to to nonpoint nonpoint source source pollution pollution (PLUARG (PLUARG 1978 (PLUARG : 1978 . 72-73). Most Most of of the the financial financial and and technical technical assistance assistance for for local local com com munities munities was was spent spent to to improve improve publicly-owned publicly-owned waste waste water water treatment treatment plants, plants, which which dramatically dramatically improved improved water water quality quality in in U.S. U.S. tributary tributary rivers rivers and and streams streams and and in in Lake Lake Erie Erie particularly. particularly. Although Although Congress Congress recognized recognized the the critical critical role role that that local local land land use use planning planning would would play play in in controlling controlling nonpoint nonpoint source source pollution, pollution, Section Section 208 208 did did not not introduce introduce a a stronger stronger federal federal role role in in land land use. use. It It only only required required that that states states develop develop area-wide area-wide waste waste treatment treatment man man agement agement plans. plans. Section Section 208 208 plans plans were were not not used used to to any any great great degree degree to to address address nonpoint nonpoint source source pollu pollu tion tion (Boyer (Boyer 1988 ), 1988 , likely likely because because "the "the political political un un popularity popularity of of land-use land-use planning planning shifted shifted the the focus focus again again to to controlling controlling point point source source pollution" pollution" (Wilt (Wilt shire shire 1994:246). 1994:246).
NURP NURP
Under Under the the National National Urban Urban Runoff Runoff Program Program (NURP) (NURP) between between 1979 1979 and and 1983, 1983 , state, state, county, county, and and local local governments governments in in 28 28 metropolitan metropolitan areas areas studied studied the the quality quality of of storm storm water. water. In In some some cities, cities, pollution pollution problems problems in in storm storm water water rivaled rivaled or or exceeded exceeded dis dis charges charges from from point point sources sources (Adler (Adler et et al. al. 1993 (Adler et et al. al. ). 1993 . However, However, only only six six of of these these urban urban areas areas were were in in the the Great Great Lakes Lakes Basin. Basin. By By 1985, 1985, USEPA's USEPA's Nonpoint Nonpoint Taskforce Taskforce emphasized emphasized the the management management role role of of states, states, with with USEPA USEPA providing providing technical technical and and finan finan cial cial assistance assistance to to state state and and local local governments governments to to im im plement plement nonpoint nonpoint source source program program (Water (Water Planning Planning Agency Agency 1984:xxi). 1984:xxi).
1987WQA 1987WQA
Passing Passing the the 1987 1987 Water Water Quality Quality Act Act (WQA), (WQA), Con Con gress gress placed placed requirements requirements on on state state and and local local govern govern ments ments to to address address nonpoint nonpoint source source pollution. pollution. Under Under section section 319, 319, states states must must work work with with regional regional and and local local governments governments to to manage manage nonpoint nonpoint source source pollu pollu tion tion through through development development of of Water Water Quality Quality Manage Manage ment ment Plans. Plans. These These plans plans must must address address priority priority nonpoint nonpoint source source water water quality quality problems problems identified identified by by each each state state and and identify identify the the regulatory regulatory and and non non regulatory regulatory mechanisms, mechanisms, activities, activities, and and best best manage manage ment ment practices practices (BMPs) (BMPs) the the agency agency has has selected selected to to control control nonpoint nonpoint source source pollution pollution (Wiltshire (Wiltshire 1994 .
USEPA USEPA
In In 1991 1991 the the USEPA's USEPA's Office Office of of Water Water Policy Policy launched launched a a watershed watershed protection protection initiative initiative intended intended to to promote promote use use of of a a watershed watershed approach approach in in all all of of its its own own water water programs programs and and in in its its partnerships partnerships with with other other federal, federal, state, state, and and local local agencies agencies (USEPA (USEPA 1993b). 1993b). A A report report commissioned commissioned by by USEPA USEPA Region Region V's V's Wetlands Wetlands and and Watersheds Watersheds Section Section asks asks local local governments governments to to implement implement land land management management prac prac tices tices to to "compensate "compensate for for the the impact impact of of urbanization urbanization on on watersheds." watersheds."
The The State State of of Ohio Ohio has has several several programs programs relevant relevant to to surface surface water water resource resource protection. protection.
Ohio Ohio EPA EPA
Ohio's Ohio's Environmental Environmental Protection Protection Agency Agency admin admin isters isters the the federal federal WQA WQA programs. programs. The The state state water water and and resource resource agencies agencies offer offer guidelines guidelines on on a a variety variety of of surface surface water-related water-related activites. activites. The The state state requires requires permits permits to to change change the the course course of of surface surface water water (Ohio (Ohio Revised Revised Code Code 6151). 6151). Ohio Ohio is is presently presently developing developing a a set set of of stream stream protection protection guidelines guidelines for for local local govern govern ments ments (Devilbiss (Devilbiss 1994 (Devilbiss ) 1994 ) and and requires requires erosion erosion mini mini mization mization mechanisms mechanisms during during construction construction periods periods (Ohio (Ohio EPA EPA 1994). 1994). The The state state has has recently recently completed completed its its Coastal Coastal Management Management Program Program to to implement implement the the 1972 1972 Coastal Coastal Zone Zone Management Management Act Act after after several several years years of of consultation consultation with with local local governments governments and and property property owners owners (Ohio (Ohio DNR DNR 1996) . 1996).
The The Role Role of of Local Local Government Government Following Following Steiner, Steiner, local local governments governments (for (for our our purposes, purposes, municipal municipal corporations corporations and and townships) townships) can can protect protect surface surface water water quality quality in in three three ways: ways: through through compliance compliance with with and and implementation implementation of of laws laws and and regulations regulations of of federal, federal, state state and and county county governments; governments; through through participation participation in in non-manda non-manda tory tory programs programs offered offered by by these these governments; governments; and and in in the the course course of of locally-based locally-based planning planning and and manage manage ment ment initiatives. initiatives. These These three three participation participation opportu opportu nities nities are are described described briefly. briefly.
Regulatory Regulatory Compliance Compliance
Local Local governments governments are are spending spending a a rising rising propor propor tion tion of of the the total total spending spending for for improving improving surface surface water water quality quality (Center (Center for for the the Study Study of of Law Law and and Politics Politics 1993) 1993) to to meet meet increasingly increasingly stringent stringent fed fed eral eral and and state state water water quality quality standards standards (Beach (Beach 1993 . Local Local efforts efforts have have significantly significantly reduced reduced point point source source pollution, pollution, as as each each local local jurisdiction jurisdiction complies complies with with their their National National Pollution Pollution Discharge Discharge Elimination Elimination System System (NPDES) (NPDES) discharge discharge permits permits for for publicly publicly owned owned treatment treatment works works and and ensures ensures that that industrial industrial pretreatment pretreatment programs programs are are in in effect effect (US (USEPA EPA 1994). 1994).
Local Local compliance compliance with with nonpoint nonpoint source source pollution pollution requirements requirements is is less less certain. certain. Many Many of of the the BMPs BMPs de de signed signed to to reduce reduce nonpoint nonpoint source source pollution pollution and and ero ero sion sion identified identified through through state state participation participation in in the the national national non nonpoint point source source programs programs under under Section Section 319 319 will will need need to to be be implemented implemented through through local local capi capi tal tal improvement improvement programs programs and and planning planning mechanisms mechanisms (Wiltshire (Wiltshire 1994) . 1994). The The 1987 1987 WQA WQA requires requires that that local local governments governments obtain obtain a a discharge discharge permit permit for for storm storm water water and and for for combined combined sewer sewer overflow overflow (CSO) (CSO) out out falls falls under under the the NPDES NPDES process process (USEPA (USEPA 1995 , 1995 , Dow Dow den den and and McNurney McNurney 1995 . 1995). However, However, USEPA USEPA has has not not promulgated promulgated Section Section 319 319 regulations regulations for for larger larger cities, cities, and and recently recently extended extended the the compliance compliance deadlines deadlines for for communities communities less less than than 100,000 100,000 in in population population until until 2001 2001 (Anonymous (Anonymous 1996 (Anonymous ). 1996 .
Local Local governments governments must must institute institute minimal minimal regu regu lations lations to to protect protect property property and and life life from from flooding flooding to to comply comply with with federal federal flood flood insurance insurance programs programs (Griggs (Griggs and and Gilchrist Gilchrist 1983) . 1983). Local Local governments governments must must also also ensure ensure that that any any land land development development com com plies plies with with requirements requirements regarding regarding fill fill or or disruption disruption of of federal federal and and state-designated state-designated wetlands wetlands (33 (33 U.S.C. U.S.C. § § 1344). 1344). Local Local governments governments and and land land owners owners on on the the Lake Lake Erie Erie shore shore in in Cuyahoga Cuyahoga County County must must soon soon modify modify land land development development in in coastal coastal areas areas according according to to a a new new permit permit system system under under the the Coastal Coastal Zone Zone Management Management Act Act and and Ohio Ohio law law (16 (16 USC § USC § 1456(c)(3); 1456(c)(3); Ohio Ohio Revised Revised Code1506). Code1506).
Finally, Finally, when when local local governments governments receive receive federal federal funding funding for for their their own own projects, projects, or or issue issue building building permits permits for for federally-funded federally-funded projects, projects, they they must must comply comply with with requirements requirements for for environmental environmental impact impact assessments assessments required required under under the the 1970 1970 National National Envi Envi ronmental ronmental Policy Policy Act Act (NEPA). (NEPA). Some Some states states also also re re quire quire environmental environmental impact impact assessment assessment by by statute statute or or executive executive order order (Gods (Godschalk chalk et et al. al. 1978 , Visconsi Visconsi 1994 , although although Ohio Ohio does does not not impose impose such such require require ments ments universally. universally.
Participation Participation in in Incentive Incentive and and Technical Technical Assistance Assistance Programs Programs
The The federal federal and and state state governments, governments, regional regional ser ser vice vice districts, districts, and and counties counties offer offer financial financial and and tech tech nical nical assistance assistance to to local local jurisdictions jurisdictions to to assist assist them them in in protecting protecting surface surface water water quality. quality. Regional Regional USEPA USEPA offices offices and and Ohio Ohio EPA EPA district district offices offices offer offer technical technical assistance assistance to to local local governments governments on on the the NPDES NPDES storm storm water water permit permit process, process, wetland wetland moni moni toring toring and and enforcement enforcement activities, activities, preparation preparation of of NEPA NEPA documents, documents, securing securing and and interpreting interpreting re re search search data data and and results, results, and and water water quality quality monitor monitor ing ing (USEPA (USEPA 1990 , 1990 , Alexander Alexander 1993 . 1993). The The United United States States Department Department of of Agriculture's Agriculture's (USDA) (USDA) Soil Soil and and Water Water Conservation Conservation Service Service offers offers technical technical as as sistance sistance in in the the planning, planning, design, design, and and implementa implementa tion tion of of BMPs BMPs for for water water quality quality restoration restoration and and protection, protection, including including erosion erosion control control programs programs (Alexander (Alexander 1993 1996). 1996) . The The 1994 1994 National National Flood Flood Insurance Insurance Reform Reform Act Act gives gives statutory statutory authority authority to to the the Com Com munity munity Ratings Ratings System System (CRS), (CRS), a a voluntary voluntary program program offering offering decreased decreased insurance insurance premiums premiums to to commu commu nities nities that that include include a a review review of of the the natural natural and and bene bene ficial ficial function function of of the the flood flood plains plains in in the the community community (Rossmiller (Rossmiller 1995) . 1995).
Ohio's Ohio's state state regulatory regulatory and and resource resource management management agencies agencies are are required required by by law law to to provide provide technical technical assistance assistance to to local local governments governments concerning concerning water water pollution pollution control, control, coastal coastal management, management, soil soil and and water water conservation, conservation, flood flood plain plain management, management, and and public public health health to to help help local local governments governments protect protect sur sur face face water water quality quality (Ohio (Ohio Revised Revised Code, Code, Chapters Chapters 6111, 6111, 1521, 1521, 1506, 1506, 1511, 1511, and and 3745) . 3745). Regional Regional and and county county planning planning agencies agencies also also offer offer technical technical assis assis tance tance to to municipalities municipalities and and township township jurisdictions jurisdictions to to improve improve their their planning planning capacity. capacity. County County plan plan ning ning commissions commissions can can assist assist municipal municipal corporations corporations and and townships townships in in preparation preparation of of land land use use and and zoning zoning plans, plans, although although preparation preparation of of comprehensive comprehensive plans plans is is optional optional for for local local governments governments in in the the state state of of Ohio Ohio (Ohio (Ohio Revised Revised Code Code 7130). 7130).
Local Local Authority Authority
Local Local jurisdictions jurisdictions directly directly shape shape the the natural natural en en vironment vironment in in their their communities communities through through their their cor cor porate porate and and police police powers powers used used to to promote promote and and protect protect the the health, health, welfare, welfare, and and safety safety of of community community residents. residents. Following Following Steiner Steiner (1991 Steiner ( ), (1991 , local local jurisdictions jurisdictions can can influence influence quality quality of of surface surface water water resources resources through through regulation, regulation, spending, spending, and and taxation. taxation.
Authority Authority to to regulate regulate land land use, use, granted granted through through a a combination combination of of the the community's community's charter charter of of incorpo incorpo ration ration and and state state planning planning enabling enabling legislation, legislation, is is a a key key source source of of the the municipal municipal and and township township role role in in protecting protecting surface surface water water resources. resources. Local Local regulation regulation includes includes land land use use (zoning (zoning ordinances, ordinances, building building codes, codes, subdivision subdivision regulations) regulations) and and determination determination of of land land use use planning planning process. process. The The significance significance of of land land use use for for water water quality quality and and hydrology hydrology has has been been documented documented well, well, beginning beginning in in the the 1970s 1970s when when land land use use was was found found to to be be "the "the most most fundamental" fundamental" factor factor determining determining the the quality quality of of the the environment environment by by the the federal federal Citizen's Citizen's Advisory Advisory Committee Committee on on Environ Environ mental mental Quality Quality (Redding (Redding and and Parry Parry 1973). 1973) . Land Land use use planning planning and and management management can can protect protect surface surface water water resources resources most most effectively, effectively, however, however, when when inte inte grated grated with with environmental environmental assessment assessment and and regional regional approaches approaches (McHarg (McHarg 1969 , 1969 , Kaiser Kaiser et et al. al. 1973 , Si Si monds monds 1978 , Yaro Yaro et et al. al. 1993 , Schueler Schueler 1994 . 1994). Un Un fortunately, fortunately, decisions decisions made made at at the the local local level level are are often often without without regard regard for for the the integrity integrity of of the the whole whole ecosystem, ecosystem, and and can can rapidly rapidly lead lead to to overall overall degrada degrada tion tion (Odum (Odum 1982 ). 1982 .
Local Local governments governments can can also also protect protect surface surface water water resources resources through through their their power power to to spend spend public public monies, monies, either either for for direct direct acquisition acquisition of of land, land, pur pur chase chase of of development development rights rights or or conservation conservation ease ease ments, ments, or or for for infrastructure infrastructure projects. projects. Finally, Finally, local local governments governments can can protect protect environmental environmental quality quality through through their their power power to to tax tax by by guiding guiding land land use use through through tax tax incentives incentives or or disincentives disincentives (Baker (Baker 1976 ). 1976 .
Land Land planning planning and and management management initiatives initiatives have have been been implemented implemented within within a a loose loose and and fragmented fragmented network network in in the the last last 30 30 years years in in the the Great Great Lakes Lakes basin. basin. Despite Despite the the range range of of initiatives initiatives and and opportunities opportunities de de scribed scribed above, above, the the State State of of the the Great Great Lakes Lakes report report of of 1995 1995 advised advised that that "land "land use use and and re-use re-use changes changes asso asso ciated ciated with with urban urban development development of of agricultural agricultural land land and and encroachment encroachment on on wetlands wetlands and and aquatic aquatic habitat habitat continue continue to to have have a a significantly significantly negative negative impact impact on on water water resources resources (USEPAIEC (USEPAIEC 1995 (USEPAIEC :9). 1995 . To To what what extent extent does does the the role role of of local local governments governments in in Cuyahoga Cuyahoga County County reflect reflect the the status status of of this this loose loose network network of of ini ini tiatives? tiatives? What What is is the the unilateral unilateral role role of of local local govern govern ments ments in in protecting protecting surface surface water water resources? resources? Do Do local local governments governments coordinate coordinate their their actions? actions? Do Do they they obtain obtain technical technical assistance assistance when when needed needed to to improve improve their their effectiveness? effectiveness? How How well well do do local local governments governments regulate regulate lands lands use use and and carry carry out out land land planning planning processes processes to to protect protect surface surface water? water?
RESEARCH RESEARCH DESIGN DESIGN
From From the the review review of of existing existing federal federal and and state state level level legislation legislation and and programs programs that that affect affect surface surface water water resources resources presented presented above, above, a a framework framework of of compliance compliance mandates mandates and and program program opportunities opportunities for for local local governments governments was was delineated. delineated. Because Because land land use use decisions decisions are are of of local local purview, purview, a a significant significant level level of of diversity diversity in in the the kinds kinds of of policies policies and and mech mech anisms anisms implemented implemented by by local local jurisdictions jurisdictions was was an an ticipated. ticipated. Such Such diversity diversity might might reflect reflect differences differences in in community community values, values, economic economic circumstances, circumstances, nat nat ural ural and and cultural cultural resources, resources, institutional institutional capacity capacity (including (including the the availability availability and and use use of of technical technical and and planning planning information information and and expertise), expertise), political political will, will, fiscal fiscal resources, resources, and and variations variations in in police police power power em em bodied bodied in in the the charters charters of of incorporation incorporation for for munici munici palities palities and and townships. townships.
Our Our data data collection collection sought sought information information about about local-level local-level planning planning processes, processes, regulation, regulation, spending spending and and taxation taxation that that explicitly explicitly or or implicitly implicitly affect affect sur sur face face water water resources. resources. Local Local regulation regulation of of land land use use and and other other actions actions shaping shaping environmental environmental quality quality are are implemented implemented through through each each jurisdiction's jurisdiction's Codified Codified Ordinances. Ordinances. We We began began by by reviewing reviewing the the zoning zoning or or dinances, dinances, subdivision subdivision regulations, regulations, building building codes codes and and public public health, health, safety safety and and sanitation sanitation regulations regulations of of each each of of the the 59 59 municipal municipal corporations corporations and and town town ships ships in in the the county. county. The The zoning zoning and and subdivision subdivision records records were were available available in in hard-copy hard-copy files files at at the the Cuyahoga Cuyahoga County County Planning Planning Commission. Commission. The The building building codes, codes, and and health, health, safety, safety, and and sanitation sanitation regulations regulations were were reviewed reviewed using using files files at at Cleveland Cleveland City City Hall's Hall's Public Public Administration Administration Library. Library.
A A letter letter was was then then sent sent to to the the mayor mayor of of each each juris juris diction diction in in the the county. county. The The letter letter contained contained an an expla expla nation nation of of the the project project and and a a table table summarizing summarizing the the municipality's municipality's current current regulations regulations culled culled from from our our review review at at the the Planning Planning Commission Commission and and City City Hall. Hall. We We asked asked that that the the appropriate appropriate department department verify verify our our information information and and make make updates updates as as necessary. necessary. We We also also included included a a questionnaire questionnaire that that asked asked respondents respondents to to indicate indicate whether whether their their communities communities used used a a variety variety of of other other planning planning or or review review mechanisms mechanisms or or procedures, procedures, whether whether they they had had received received technical technical assistance assistance or or fi fi nancial nancial assistance assistance from from other other governments governments or or agen agen cies cies in in the the last last 5 5 years years and and for for what, what, and and the the level level of of importance importance placed placed on on environmental environmental quality quality and and en en vironmental vironmental issues issues in in their their community. community. Municipali Municipali ties ties and and townships townships were were telephoned telephoned 3 3 weeks weeks later later to to prompt prompt return return of of the the questionnaire. questionnaire. Two Two rounds rounds of of additional additional conveyance conveyance of of the the questionnaire questionnaire by by fac fac simile simile were were carried carried out out for for those those jurisdictions jurisdictions that that did did not not respond, respond, followed followed by by additional additional telephone telephone calls calls asking asking the the jurisdiction jurisdiction to to return return the the question question naire. naire. In In all, all, 37 37 of of the the 59 59 municipal municipal and and township township ju ju risdictions risdictions responded. responded.
FINDINGS FINDINGS
We We discovered discovered a a wide wide range range of of ordinances ordinances with with direct direct and and potentially potentially indirect indirect effects effects on on surface surface water water resources. resources. We We sorted sorted the the ordinances ordinances into into a a set set of of six six resource/physiographic resource/physiographic categories categories and and five five planninglland planninglland use use categories categories of of mechanisms mechanisms that that would would affect affect surface surface water water resources. resources.
Resource/ Resource/ Physiographic Physiographic Protection Protection Mechanisms Mechanisms Table Table 1 1 summarizes summarizes the the frequencies frequencies with with which which local local governments governments used used mechanisms mechanisms in in the the six six cate cate gories gories that that address address water water resources resources or or physio physio graphic graphic characteristics characteristics (erosion (erosion control, control, grading/excavation, grading/excavation, flood flood plain plain control, control, preserva preserva tion tion of of topography, topography, surface surface water water quality, quality, and and sur sur face face water water flow/hydrology). flow/hydrology). Local Local jurisdictions jurisdictions use use grading/excavation grading/excavation requirements, requirements, erosion erosion control, control, and and flood flood plain plain control control most most frequently frequently (39, (39, 33, 33 , and and 37 37 jurisdictions, jurisdictions, respectively). respectively). Erosion Erosion control control and and grading/excavation grading/excavation requirements requirements typify typify standard standard building building and and subdivision subdivision regulations, regulations, although although there there was was considerable considerable variety variety in in the the scope scope and and applica applica tion tion of of these these ordinances ordinances and and their their requirements. requirements. The The frequency frequency of of flood flood plain plain controls controls can can be be attributed attributed to to existing existing federal federal insurance insurance program program requirements requirements with with which which all all local local jurisdictions jurisdictions participating participating must must comply. comply. Twenty Twenty four four of of the the 59 59 municipalities municipalities have have ordinances ordinances protecting protecting the the natural natural topography topography of of the the land, land, a a category category which which moves moves significantly significantly beyond beyond protecting protecting health, health, safety, safety, and and welfare welfare of of community community residents residents to to protecting protecting natural natural features. features. The The major major ity ity of of the the 24 24 communities communities that that have have passed passed ordi ordi nances nances protecting protecting natural natural topography topography are are either either located located in in the the east east or or southern southern side side of of the the county county (where (where a a hilly hilly terrain terrain predominates), predominates), are are located located ad ad jacent jacent to to Lake Lake Erie Erie (where (where lake lake front front bluffs bluffs domi-domi- The The infrequency infrequency of of ordinances ordinances explicitly explicitly focused focused on on surface surface water water quality quality might might stem stem from from local local per per ception ception that that state state and and federal federal permit permit discharge discharge pro pro grams grams are are regulation regulation enough. enough. Only Only 21 21 jurisdictions jurisdictions have have ordinances ordinances regulating regulating surface surface water water "flow" "flow" or or "hydrology." "hydrology." The The infrequency infrequency of of ordinances ordinances fo fo cused cused on on surface surface water water flow flow is is troubling, troubling, consider consider ing ing the the State State of of Ohio's Ohio's requirements requirements that that construction construction processes processes do do not not result result in in excess excess off off site site water water flow. flow. Many Many jurisdictions jurisdictions have have no no local local ordinances ordinances or or other other regulations regulations for for these these two two cate cate gories, gories, yet yet ultimately ultimately it it is is local local building building and and subdi subdi vision vision regulations regulations and and their their enforcement enforcement that that will will ensure ensure successful successful implementation implementation of of the the state state pol pol icy. icy. Municipalities Municipalities that that have have adopted adopted stream-corri stream-corri dor dor protection protection regulations regulations have have done done so so voluntarily, voluntarily, often often through through the the guidance guidance and and catalyst catalyst provided provided by by the the county county Soil Soil and and Water Water Conservation Conservation District District agent. agent.
During During data data collection, collection, we we discovered discovered a a wide wide range range in in the the scope scope and and likely likely effectiveness effectiveness of of ordi ordi nances nances within within the the resource/physiographic resource/physiographic cate cate gories. gories. Each Each municipality's municipality's approach approach was was ranked ranked to to portray portray more more accurately accurately the the current current status status of of these these mechanisms mechanisms and and to to begin begin to to understand understand the the ex ex pected pected level level of of overall overall effectiveness. effectiveness. Protection Protection mechanisms mechanisms were were evaluated evaluated according according to to three three cri cri teria: teria:
• • Watershed-based-the Watershed-based-the ordinance ordinance promotes promotes functional functional integrity integrity of of the the land/water land/water system system • • Coordination-the Coordination-the ordinance ordinance promotes promotes collab collab oration oration and and exchange exchange of of information information among among government government agencies agencies and and stakeholders stakeholders • • Local Local Initiative-the Initiative-the practice practice goes goes beyond beyond state/federal state/federal requirements requirements Based Based on on these these criteria, criteria, decision decision rules rules for for a a low low and and high high rank rank were were developed developed for for each each of of the the six six protection protection mechanisms. mechanisms. Table Table 2 2 presents presents these these rules. rules.
For For each each category category the the ordinance ordinance of of a a community community was was ranked ranked by by two two project project team team members members to to check check the the reliability reliability of of the the decision decision rules rules and and ranking ranking defi defi nitions. nitions. A A rank rank of of "low" "low" was was then then assigned assigned 1 1 point; point; a a rank rank of of "high," "high," 2 2 points. points. Scores Scores for for each each of of the the six six categories categories were were summed summed to to give give each each community community an an overall overall score score designating designating the the community's community's man man agement agement system system for for surface surface water water protection. protection. Juris Juris dictions dictions were were placed placed in in three three levels levels of of surface surface water water resource resource protection-low, protection-low, medium, medium, and and high-ac-high-ac cording cording to to these these summations. summations. Figure Figure 2 2 presents presents the the spatial spatial distribution distribution of of these these levels levels in in Cuyahoga Cuyahoga County. County. Communities Communities now now experiencing experiencing intense intense land land de de velopment velopment tended tended to to rank rank higher higher in in our our system, system, largely largely due due to to their their more more stringent stringent requirements requirements for for erosion erosion control control and and preservation preservation of of natural natural topogra topogra phy phy during during construction. construction. This This outcome outcome most most likely likely stems stems from from several several factors. factors. We We would would expect expect com com munities munities at at the the county's county's outer outer edge edge presently presently expe expe riencing riencing land land development development today today to to have have more more restrictive restrictive controls controls than than those those whose whose land land is is by by and and large large developed. developed. These These currently-developing currently-developing com com munities munities benefit benefit from from knowledge knowledge of of past past experi experi ences, ences, greater greater available available information information about about the the environment, environment, and and more more numerous numerous and and strict strict require require ments ments from from state state and and federal federal governments. governments. The The communities communities with with the the highest highest rankings rankings are are also also al al most most all all adjacent adjacent to to one one of of the the three three major major rivers rivers in in the the county: county: the the Rocky, Rocky, the the Cuyahoga, Cuyahoga, and and the the Cha Cha grin grin (Fig. (Fig. 2) . 2). These These river-corridor river-corridor communities communities have have been been influenced influenced to to directly directly protect protect surface surface water water by by two two regional regional park park agencies. agencies. The The Cleveland Cleveland Metroparks Metroparks oversees oversees a a set set of of regional regional parks, parks, with with three three parks parks in in the the Rocky Rocky River River basin, basin, three three parks parks in in the the Cuyahoga Cuyahoga River River basin, basin, and and two two parks parks in in the the Chagrin Chagrin River River basin basin within within Cuyahoga Cuyahoga County. County. The The Cuyahoga Cuyahoga Valley Valley National National Recreation Recreation Area, Area, admin admin istered istered by by the the National National Park Park Service, Service, encompasses encompasses High High submit submit plan plan for for erosion erosion control control prior prior to to construction, construction, coordination coordination with with other other agencies agencies for for technical technical assistance, assistance, or or tie tie erosion erosion control control to to other other environmental environmental conditions conditions site site integrity integrity maintained, maintained, including including attention attention to to features features such such as as trees, trees, water water flow, flow, topsoil topsoil condi condi tions tions and and topography topography regulations regulations prohibit prohibit water water polluting, polluting, dumping, dumping, littering littering or or unwhole-some unwhole-some use use of of surface surface water water requires requires maintenance maintenance of of some some specified specified buffer buffer area area around around water water course course minimal minimal alteration alteration of of the the natural natural topography topography at at time time of of land land development development exceeds exceeds federal federal requirements: requirements: restricts restricts types types of of use use in in flood flood plain, plain, expands expands area area covered covered or or re re quires quires more more stringent stringent building building standards standards part part of of another another community community in in the the county county in in the the Cuyahoga Cuyahoga River River basin. basin. Both Both these these park park organiza organiza tions tions have have outreach outreach programs programs to to communities communities adja adja cent cent to to their their administrative administrative areas. areas. The The unique unique presence presence of of these these park park systems systems has has most most positively positively influenced influenced the the communities communities at at the the fringe fringe of of the the county. county. These These communities communities have have also also been been targeted targeted by by regional regional Soil Soil and and Water Water Conservation Conservation District District staff. staff.
Despite Despite these these relatively relatively stronger stronger surface surface water water management management efforts, efforts, the the high high level level of of variability variability within within each each watershed watershed is is troubling. troubling. Beginning Beginning at at the the most most "upstream" "upstream" section section in in each each river river basin basin within within the the county, county, we we see see varying varying levels levels of of effort effort to to protect protect surface surface water water quality. quality. The The effects effects of of a a higher higher level level of of protection protection by by an an upstream upstream commu commu nity nity can can be be minimized minimized as as the the river river runs runs through through less less protected protected areas areas in in downstream downstream communities. communities. Signif Signif icant icant tributary tributary water water courses, courses, both both small small and and large, large, remain remain much much less less well well protected protected in in communities communities that that ranked ranked "low" "low" on on our our scale scale (see (see for for example, example, the the lower lower reaches reaches and and tributaries tributaries of of the the Cuyahoga Cuyahoga River). River). None None of of the the communities communities studied studied has has a a comprehensive comprehensive surface surface water water management management ap ap proach proach or or policy, policy, however. however. Even Even the the relatively relatively stronger stronger effort effort by by the the upstream upstream communities communities is is troublesome, troublesome, for for hundreds hundreds of of acres acres of of land land are are con con verted verted from from rural rural to to urban urban each each year year in in these these communities. communities. The The variability variability in in management management Lake Lake Erie Erie
FIG. FIG. 2. 2. Relative Relative strength strength of of combined combined resource/physiographic resource/physiographic protection protection mechanisms, mechanisms, by by municipal municipal jurisdiction. jurisdiction.
approaches approaches and and the the volume volume of of land land conversion conversion reg reg ulated ulated by by the the upstream upstream communities communities diminishes diminishes the the overall overall quality quality of of the the water water entering entering Lake Lake Erie. Erie.
Planning Planning and and Land Land Use Use Protection Protection Mechanisms Mechanisms
Relatively Relatively few few local local jurisdictions jurisdictions in in Cuyahoga Cuyahoga County County have have ordinances ordinances which which exemplify exemplify more more in in novative novative zoning zoning and and subdivision subdivision practices practices used used in in many many communities communities to to protect protect surface surface water water re re sources sources : : cluster cluster development, development, open open space, space, overlay overlay zoning, zoning, performance performance standards, standards, and and planned planned unit unit development development (PUD). (PUD). Cluster Cluster development development ordi ordi nances nances allow allow or or require require reservation reservation of of open open areas areas around around buildings. buildings. In In a a subdivision, subdivision, for for example, example, housing housing would would be be "clustered" "clustered" in in close close proximity proximity on on smaller smaller lots lots and and a a large large potion potion of of the the subdivision subdivision acreage acreage would would be be left left free free from from buildings, buildings, roads, roads, or or parking parking areas. areas. An An open open space space ordinance ordinance can can refer refer to to building building placement, placement, such such as as in in a a cluster cluster develop develop ment, ment, or or can can set set aside aside larger larger areas areas of of land land to to pre pre serve serve green green space space or or habitat habitat areas. areas. Both Both these these mechanisms mechanisms can can maintain maintain vegetated vegetated surfaces, surfaces, which which absorb absorb and and filter filter rain rain water, water, decreasing decreasing surface surface run run off off (compared (compared to to parking parking lots lots and and roofs) roofs) in in storm storm events, events, and and minimizing minimizing nonpoint nonpoint source source pollution. pollution. An An overlay overlay zone zone is is designated designated as as a a special special land land use use category, category, and and generally generally supersedes supersedes existing existing zoning zoning requirements. requirements. Communities Communities can can create create riparian riparian cor cor ridors ridors using using an an overlay overlay zone, zone, for for example. example. Perfor Perfor mance mance standards standards can can be be assigned assigned to to any any type type of of land land zoning zoning to to ensure ensure that that use use of of the the property property meets meets appropriate appropriate levels levels of of impact. impact. For For example, example, land land de de velopers velopers could could be be required required to to maintain maintain post-con post-con struction struction off-site off-site water water flow flow to to within within 5% 5% of of pre-construction pre-construction rates. rates. A A planned planned unit unit development development (PUD) (PUD) is is a a special special land land use use zone zone that that allows allows a a mix mix of of land land use use types types and and foregoes foregoes many many traditional traditional re re quirements. quirements. Site Site design design is is negotiated negotiated between between the the developer developer and and the the community's community's planning planning depart depart ment. ment. For For example, example, a a developer developer might might be be allowed allowed additional additional building building height height or or density density in in exchange exchange for for including including a a storm storm water water retention retention basin basin to to ac ac commodate commodate both both a a new new subdivision subdivision and and an an adjacent adjacent older older neighborhood. neighborhood. Table Table 3 3 summarizes summarizes the the fre-fre quency quency at at which which these these types types of of mechanisms mechanisms are are used used in in Cuyahoga Cuyahoga County. County. Only Only performance performance standards standards (28 (28 of of 59) 59) and and open open space space (20 (20 of of 59) 59) mechanisms mechanisms were were used used at at any any meaningful meaningful level. level. However, However, performance performance standards standards were were most most often often used used to to address address on-site on-site noise; noise; open open space space ordinances ordinances in in the the majority majority concerned concerned lawn lawn and and landscaping landscaping areas areas around around condominiums condominiums and and townhouses. townhouses. Despite Despite their their potential potential for for protecting protecting water water recharge recharge areas areas and and riparian riparian corridors, corridors, use use of of cluster cluster development, development, overlay overlay zoning, zoning, and and PUDs PUDs are are minimal minimal in in the the county. county. The The low low frequency frequency of of these these types types of of mechanisms mechanisms is is most most likely likely a a direct direct result result of of two two interrelated interrelated conditions: conditions: local local reluctance reluctance to to pass pass innovative innovative planning planning mechanisms mechanisms and and the the status status of of state state law. law. As As Jacobs Jacobs (1989) (1989) has has described, described, strong strong traditions traditions of of local local autonomy autonomy severely severely limit limit the the state state role role in in local local land land use use decision decision making, making, for for environ environ mental mental purposes purposes or or otherwise, otherwise, and and this this condition condition certainly certainly exists exists in in Ohio. Ohio. The The state state planning planning en en abling abling legislation legislation in in Ohio Ohio does does not not require require that that local local jurisdictions jurisdictions develop develop comprehensive comprehensive or or master master plans. plans. Communities Communities can can therefore therefore designate designate land land use use through through zoning zoning ordinances ordinances without without considera considera tion tion of of broader broader natural natural resource resource issues. issues.
Equally Equally significant, significant, some some local local leaders leaders consider consider land land regulation regulation for for environmental environmental purposes purposes a a detri detri ment ment to to economic economic development. development. As As part part of of their their re re sponsibilities sponsibilities to to serve serve the the public, public, local local government government leaders leaders in in Cuyahoga Cuyahoga County County consider consider commercial, commercial, residential, residential, and and industrial industrial development development as as their their most most important important priority. priority. Many Many of of these these leaders leaders have have not not responded responded to to growing growing recognition recognition by by citizens citizens that that the the areal areal growth growth occurring occurring at at the the outer outer edges edges of of the the county county is is having having an an adverse adverse effect effect on on commu commu nity nity liveability liveability and and environmental environmental quality. quality. More More over, over, according according to to one one regional regional public public employee employee interviewed, interviewed, decision decision makers makers in in some some local local jurisdic jurisdic tions tions who who accept accept the the need need for for stronger stronger environmen environmen tal tal protection protection are are reluctant reluctant to to pass pass more more innovative innovative zoning zoning ordinances ordinances because because of of fear fear of of legal legal action action alleging alleging a a "taking" "taking" by by land land owners owners and and land land devel devel opers. opers.
From From the the inventory inventory and and analysis, analysis, we we see see a a great great variety variety in in the the kinds kinds of of surface surface water water resource resource pro pro tection tection mechanisms mechanisms and and the the frequency frequency of of their their ap ap plication. plication. The The uneven uneven protection protection across across the the county county is is made made even even more more clear clear by by the the analysis analysis of of the the rela rela tive tive strengths strengths of of the the particular particular ordinances ordinances within within each each category category presented presented above. above. Enforcement Enforcement of of ex ex isting isting mechanisms mechanisms is is a a problem problem as as well, well, according according to to one one regional regional technical technical staff staff person, person, as as regulations regulations are are unevenly unevenly applied applied to to construction construction practices practices and and issuance issuance of of building building permits. permits. Table Table 4 4 summarizes summarizes the the responses responses from from the the ques ques tionnaires tionnaires (N (N = = 37). 37). We We see see that that for for every every question question except except whether whether the the jurisdiction jurisdiction included included environ environ mental mental considerations considerations in in any any kind kind of of community community plans plans (19 (19 of of 37), 37), few few communities communities responded responded posi posi tively tively to to the the use use of of a a set set of of planning planning and and policy policy processes processes regarding regarding environmental environmental quality. quality. Most Most of of the the communities communities accepting accepting financial financial assistance assistance (9 (9 of of 37) 37) applied applied it it to to improvements improvements in in point point source source reduction. reduction. However, However, when when asked asked to to rank rank the the level level of of importance importance their their community community places places on on environ environ mental mental quality quality as as part part of of its its decision decision making, making, 24 24 re re spondents spondents indicated indicated "very "very important," important," and and 9 9 indicated indicated "somewhat "somewhat important." important." Despite Despite the the rela rela tively tively low low frequency frequency of of land land management, management, planning planning and and policy policy process process mechanisms, mechanisms, 33 33 of of the the 37 37 re re spondents spondents indicated indicated that that environmental environmental protection protection was was important. important. This This response response indicates indicates at at minimum minimum a a strong strong dissonance dissonance between between regulatory regulatory and and plan plan ning ning implementation implementation and and the the perception perception of of environ environ mental mental managers managers in in the the mayor's mayor's office office or or executive executive departments. departments. 
Policy Policy and and Process Process Mechanisms Mechanisms
Summary Summary
The The current current status status of of local local jurisdiction jurisdiction efforts efforts leads leads to to fragmented fragmented and and uneven uneven protection protection of of sur sur face face water water resources resources in in Cuyahoga Cuyahoga County. County. Our Our re re sults sults reflect reflect problems problems in in all all three three areas areas of of local local action: action: compliance, compliance, participation participation in in state state and and fed fed eral eral programs, programs, and and local local initiative. initiative.
Compliance Compliance
How How well well can can local local governments governments be be meeting meeting re re quirements quirements of of federal federal law law concerning concerning surface surface water water with with this this kind kind of of management management and and planning planning frame frame work work in in place? place? The The infrequent infrequent use use of of planning planning and and resource resource mechanisms mechanisms well-regarded well-regarded to to address address non non point point source source runoff runoff raises raises serious serious concern, concern, as as locali locali ties ties will will need need to to increase increase their their implementation implementation of of best best management management practices. practices. The The large large range range of of strength strength within within mechanism mechanism categories categories means means that that despite despite ordinances ordinances "on "on the the books," books," high high uncertainty uncertainty exists exists in in how how well well surface surface water water resources resources are are pro pro tected tected from from nonpoint nonpoint source source pollution, pollution, especially especially pollution pollution generated generated during during construction construction activities. activities. Federal, Federal, State, State, and 
Local Local Participation Participation in in
and County County Technical Technical Assistance Assistance Programs Programs
Despite Despite the the existence existence of of numerous numerous federal, federal, state, state, and and county county technical technical assistance assistance programs, programs, few few mu mu nicipal nicipal and and township township governments governments reported reported using using them. them. One One of of the the most most important important components components when when protecting protecting surface surface water water resources resources is is a a regional regional or or watershed watershed perspective. perspective. All All the the local local jurisdictions jurisdictions in in Cuyahoga Cuyahoga County County are are within within the the Lake Lake Erie Erie drainage drainage basin, basin, either either as as part part of of the the Cuyahoga, Cuyahoga, Rocky, Rocky, and and Chagrin Chagrin rivers rivers watersheds watersheds or or as as part part of of the the Lake Lake Erie Erie shoreline shoreline drainage drainage area. area. The The County County Planning Planning Commission Commission staff, staff, the the Soil Soil Conservation Conservation District, District, and and the the Cleveland Cleveland Metroparks Metroparks have have spent spent much much time time and and resources resources on on outreach outreach and and technical technical assis assis tance tance to to build build a a more more regional regional perspective. perspective. The The agencies agencies provide provide data data and and model model ordinances ordinances that that could could be be used used by by local local jurisdictions jurisdictions for for protecting protecting surface surface water water resources. resources. Adoption Adoption of of these these model model ordinances ordinances would would tend tend to to minimize minimize the the uneven uneven ef ef fectiveness fectiveness between between communities communities in in the the watersheds. watersheds. Most Most jurisdictions jurisdictions in in the the county county have have not not adopted adopted these these model model ordinances, ordinances, however. however. The The low low response response when when questioned questioned about about receipt receipt of of "outside" "outside" techni techni cal cal assistance assistance would would indicate indicate that that required required efforts efforts to to include include local local governments governments in in developing developing nonpoint nonpoint source source management management plans plans by by Ohio's Ohio's state state agencies agencies are are either either not not reaching reaching local local governments, governments, or or not not well-known well-known in in the the local local chief chief executive's executive's office office or or by by municipal municipal staff. staff.
Local Local Initiative Initiative
Whether Whether local local jurisdictions jurisdictions coordinate coordinate their their ac ac tions tions with with others others in in their their watersheds watersheds or or not, not, their their unilateral unilateral actions actions remain remain predominant predominant because because legal legal authority authority for for land land use use control control remains remains at at the the local local level. level. The The results results concerning concerning planning planning and and policy policy mechanisms mechanisms appear appear to to reflect reflect a a problem problem limiting limiting the the effectiveness effectiveness of of the the "land "land guidance guidance system" system" at at the the local local level level that that Croke Croke et et al. al. (1973 identified-an identified-an uncertain uncertain relationship relationship between between surface surface water water pro pro tection tection and and community community land land use use planning. planning. Quite Quite frequently, frequently, the the building building codes codes and and zoning zoning ordi ordi nances nances within within one one jurisdiction jurisdiction contradicted contradicted each each other. other. The The questionnaires questionnaires were were often often forwarded forwarded to to a a contract contract attorney attorney for for responses. responses. Many Many jurisdictions jurisdictions in in the the county county have have no no planning planning department department to to initi initi ate ate proactive proactive planning planning for for surface surface water water protection. protection. The The Cuyahoga Cuyahoga County County Planning Planning Commission Commission staff staff assists assists communities communities in in developing developing land land use use plans plans or or master master plans, plans, but but either either these these plans plans are are not not done done or or the the plans plans do do not not tend tend to to contain contain environmental environmental pro pro tection tection elements elements in in most most communities communities judging judging from from responses responses to to the the questionnaire. questionnaire. Again, Again, only only 19 19 of of 37 37 responding responding jurisdictions jurisdictions include include an an element element in in their their planning planning that that focuses focuses on on environmental environmental conditions. conditions. Only Only 6 6 of of the the jurisdictions jurisdictions have have an an ordinance ordinance re re quiring quiring some some form form of of environmental environmental review review process process for for land land development. development. These These results results directly directly reflect reflect the the absence absence of of state state level level requirements requirements in in Ohio Ohio for for community community planning, planning, environmental environmental planning, planning, and and environmental environmental review review processes processes that that can can help help com com munities munities identify identify important important resources resources and and avoid avoid land land use use practices practices that that degrade degrade surface surface waters. waters.
The The potential potential for for local local coordination coordination to to address address surface surface water water problems problems manifest manifest at at the the regional regional scale scale through through compatible compatible land land use use practices practices is is at at this this time time low. low. Despite Despite availability availability of of technical technical as as sistance sistance and and model model ordinances ordinances for for surface surface water water protection protection from from regional regional and and state state agencies, agencies, we we found found an an extremely extremely high high level level of of variability variability among among jurisdictions. jurisdictions. High High variability variability will will make make it it more more dif dif ficult ficult to to reconcile reconcile land land use use planning planning practices practices among among jurisdictions, jurisdictions, a a needed needed step step for for addressing addressing surface surface water water protection protection on on a a watershed watershed basis. basis.
The The status status of of planning planning and and coordination coordination mitigate mitigate strong strong local local environmental environmental initiative, initiative, either either unilat unilat erally erally or or in in concert, concert, to to address address nonpoint nonpoint source source pol pol lution lution and and flooding flooding on on a a watershed, watershed, land land use use basis. basis. Strong Strong participation participation by by local local jurisdictions jurisdictions in in water-water shed-based shed-based efforts efforts requires requires that that each each jurisdiction jurisdiction es es tablish tablish protection protection of of surface surface water water resources resources as as a a political political priority priority and and develop develop strategies strategies and and mecha mecha nisms nisms to to achieve achieve it. it. We We are are uncertain uncertain whether whether other other political political priorities priorities or or inadequate inadequate staff staff and and organiza organiza tional tional resources resources have have impeded impeded some some local local jurisdic jurisdic tions tions in in carrying carrying out out these these actions. actions.
The The present present state state of of affairs affairs in in Cuyahoga Cuyahoga County County does does not not bode bode well well for for Lake Lake Erie Erie water water quality quality as as it it is is affected affected by by the the urban urban areas areas on on the the north north coast coast of of Ohio. Ohio. Cuyahoga Cuyahoga County County is is the the largest largest metropolitan metropolitan area area in in the the Ohio Ohio Lake Lake Erie Erie basin, basin, and and despite despite popu popu lation lation stabilization, stabilization, it it is is still still expanding expanding outward. outward. The The greater greater Cleveland Cleveland area area is is reaching reaching out out to to Akron Akron to to the the southeast, southeast, Lorain/Elyria Lorain/Elyria to to the the west, west, and and Painesville/Mentor Painesville/Mentor to to the the east. east. By By the the year year 2050, 2050, analysts analysts expect expect that that the the urbanized urbanized areas areas of of Cleve Cleve land-Akron-Lorain-Painesville land-Akron-Lorain-Painesville will will meld meld into into one. one. As As these these settlements settlements expand expand over over the the rural rural land land scape, scape, they they will will trigger trigger additional additional degradation degradation in in the the head head water water areas areas of of the the three three rivers rivers flowing flowing through through Cuyahoga Cuyahoga County. County. Whether Whether these these counties counties and and local local jurisdictions jurisdictions manage manage urban urban development development to to protect protect their their surface surface water water resources resources is is a a critical critical factor factor influencing influencing ongoing ongoing efforts efforts to to improve improve Lake Lake Erie's Erie's water water quality. quality.
RECOMMENDATIONS RECOMMENDATIONS AND AND FURTHER FURTHER RESEARCH RESEARCH NEEDED NEEDED
What What we we see see in in Cuyahoga Cuyahoga County County is is the the result result of of a a series series of of fragmented fragmented and and sometimes sometimes very very loosely loosely coordinated coordinated activities activities for for surface surface water water resource resource management. management. As As described described above, above, the the action action space space has has been been created created by by the the plethora plethora of of local, local, state, state, and and federal federal regulations. regulations. These These needs needs are are evident: evident:
• • improved improved regulatory regulatory context context within within which which local local governments governments operate operate to to increase increase the the likelihood likelihood that that they they will will coordinate coordinate policies policies and and planning planning efforts efforts with with other other jurisdictions jurisdictions and and agencies agencies • • increased increased local local capacity capacity and and willingness willingness to to manage manage surface surface water water resources resources wisely wisely in in uni uni lateral lateral actions actions
Mandated Mandated Coordination Coordination
Increased Increased inter-jurisdictional inter-jurisdictional cooperation cooperation is is es es sential sential for for building building surface surface water water protection protection pro pro grams grams at at the the watershed watershed level. level. A A National National Resources Resources Defense Defense Council Council (NRDC) (NRDC) report report on on Cuyahoga Cuyahoga County's County's surface surface waters waters concluded concluded that that nonpoint nonpoint pollution pollution was was not not being being addressed addressed because because of of the the fragmentation fragmentation of of local local authority authority (Cameron (Cameron 1995 ). 1995 . Several Several strategies strategies can can be be adopted adopted to to require require coordi coordi nation. nation.
The The State State of of Ohio Ohio should should pass pass environmental environmental im im pact pact assessment assessment and and land land use use legislation. legislation. Ohio Ohio cur cur rently rently has has no no comprehensive comprehensive environmental environmental review review statute statute (Jessup (Jessup 1990 , 1990 , Hall Hall 1991 , Visconsi Visconsi 1994 and and no no state-level state-level land land use use planning planning act. act. State State level level re re quirements quirements for for environmental environmental impact impact assessment assessment and and comprehensive comprehensive land land use use planning planning can can be be an an ef ef fective fective mechanism mechanism to to encourage encourage local local participation participation in in state, state, regional, regional, and and county county coordination coordination of of sur sur face face water water protection protection (Goldshalk (Goldshalk et et ai. ai. 1978 , Gale Gale 1992 . 1992). The The state state should should require require that that local local jurisdic jurisdic tions tions complete complete comprehensive comprehensive planning planning processes, processes, with with a a mandatory mandatory environmental environmental quality quality element, element, prior prior to to adoption adoption of of zoning zoning ordinances. ordinances. Such Such a a mea mea sure sure would would increase increase the the level level of of forethought forethought com com munities munities give give to to environmental environmental quality quality in in general general and and surface surface water water more more particularly. particularly. The The state state should should also also review review township township charters, charters, which which limit limit the the authority authority of of townships townships to to narrow narrow health health and and public public safety safety purposes purposes when when zoning zoning land. land. State-level State-level legislation legislation should should also also require require state state agencies agencies to to develop develop environmental environmental impact impact assess assess ments ments for for their their own own large-scale large-scale projects. projects. Urbanizing Urbanizing land land development development results results in in part part from from federal federal and and state state highway highway construction construction policies policies that that allow allow com com muters muters to to live live ever-increasing ever-increasing distances distances from from the the urban urban core core while while maintaining maintaining desirable desirable commuting commuting times. times. State State highway highway policies policies encourage encourage degrada degrada tion tion of of surface surface water water resources resources and and should should be be exam exam ined ined carefully carefully for for their their impacts impacts on on the the location location and and rapidity rapidity of of land land development development and and its its affect affect on on wa wa tershed tershed resources. resources.
Collaboration Collaboration Incentives Incentives and and Local Local Action Action
The The state state and and federal federal agencies agencies in in the the region region must must do do more more to to build build effective effective partnerships partnerships with with local local governments governments so so these these jurisdictions jurisdictions can can more more ably ably collaborate collaborate with with each each other other and and appreciate appreciate the the im im portance portance of of protecting protecting surface surface water water resources. resources. These These partnerships partnerships are are particularly particularly important important in in the the headwater headwater jurisdictions jurisdictions currently currently experiencing experiencing rapid rapid land land development. development. Our Our questionnaire questionnaire indicated indicated that that despite despite the the existence existence of of many many technical technical assistance assistance programs, programs, local local governments governments rarely rarely utilize utilize them. them. State, State, regional, regional, and and county county governments governments should should as as sess sess their their technical technical assistance assistance programs programs to to identify identify why why local local governments governments do do not not take take advantage advantage of of existing existing programs programs more more fully fully and and how how effective effective these these programs programs are are for for protecting protecting surface surface water water re re sources sources if if utilized. utilized.
Several Several areas areas of of technical technical assistance assistance that that exist exist should should be be vigorously vigorously implemented. implemented. The The State State of of Ohio Ohio should should complete, complete, promulgate, promulgate, and and vigorously vigorously promote promote adoption adoption of of its its guidelines guidelines for for stream stream corri corri dor dor protection protection at at the the earliest earliest opportunity. opportunity. Care Care should should be be taken taken that that these these guidelines guidelines do do not not conflict conflict with, with, but but reinforce reinforce USEPA USEPA programs programs and and guide guide lines. lines. The The state state should should consider consider making making the the stream stream corridor corridor protection protection program program mandatory. mandatory.
The The state state and and county county should should create create or or enhance enhance outreach outreach to to local local decision decision makers makers (city (city and and town town councils) councils) and and citizens citizens to to encourage encourage an an appreciation appreciation for for the the benefits benefits gained gained from from urban urban watershed watershed pro pro tection. tection. The The most most effective effective approach approach for for generating generating increased increased protection protection of of surface surface water water resources resources at at the the local local level level is is to to demonstrate demonstrate that that stewardship stewardship will will bring bring significant significant and and lasting lasting benefits benefits to to com com munity munity livability livability and and economic economic well-being. well-being. Re Re stored stored and and protected protected surface surface water water can can improve improve property property values values and and bring bring greater greater public public access access to to amenities amenities that that are are attractive attractive to to residents residents and and many many economic economic investors. investors. By By increasing increasing the the value value that that local local decision decision makers makers place place on on surface surface water water pro pro tection, tection, existing existing weak weak local local regulations regulations might might be be strengthened strengthened whether whether the the state state legislative legislative frame frame work work changes changes or or not. not. Additional Additional research research should should document document local local examples examples of of economic economic benefits benefits that that accrue accrue from from protecting protecting urban urban watershed watershed function function and and surface surface water water quality. quality.
The The state state and and county county should should enhance enhance outreach outreach to to local local governmental governmental engineering engineering and and planning planning staff staff members members to to ensure ensure that that the the best best land land planning planning and and management management practices practices are are widely widely known. known. The The most most effective effective set set of of practices practices will will address address potential potential sur sur face face water water degradation degradation during during each each stage stage of of the the land land development development cycle: cycle: protect protect key key resource resource areas areas from from development, development, establish establish buffers buffers to to protect protect resource resource areas, areas, reduce reduce imperviousness imperviousness of of site site design, design, require require limits limits to to the the disturbance disturbance and and erosion erosion of of soil soil during during construction, construction, require require that that quantity quantity and and quality quality of of storm storm water water runoff runoff be be adequately adequately addressed, addressed, and and maintain maintain the the integrity integrity of of the the these these elements elements after after construction construction (Schueler (Schueler 1994 . Additional Additional research research should should identify identify which which communities communities need need the the great great est est assistance assistance to to implement implement mechanisms mechanisms and and prac prac tices tices in in the the headwater headwater areas areas of of the the region's region's urban urban rivers. rivers.
The The state state should should create create a a loan loan fund fund to to assist assist local local governments governments in in planning, planning, management, management, and and con con struction struction activities. activities. Effective Effective construction construction of of facili facili ties ties to to control control storm storm water water quantity quantity and and quality quality can can dramatically dramatically mitigate mitigate the the adverse adverse effects effects of of land land de de velopment velopment on on stream stream corridors. corridors. More More research research is is needed needed to to identify identify fiscal fiscal impediments impediments to to construc construc tion tion of of these these facilities. facilities.
Land Land use use is is critical critical in in shaping shaping the the status status of of sur sur face face water water resources resources because because all all forms forms of of land land de de velopment velopment practices-whether practices-whether for for housing, housing, commercial commercial and and industrial, industrial, transportation, transportation, and and recreation recreation uses-can uses-can easily easily contribute contribute to to surface surface water water resource resource degradation degradation (Croke (Croke et et ai. ai. 1973 (Croke et et ai. ai. ). 1973 . As As the the counties counties around around Cuyahoga Cuyahoga develop, develop, lack lack of of long-range long-range and and integrative integrative perspective perspective would would most most likely likely continue continue the the negative negative consequences consequences to to the the re re gion's gion's surface surface water water resources. resources. It It is is critical critical that that the the communities communities in in the the Ohio's Ohio's Lake Lake Erie Erie basin basin vigor vigor ously ously address address the the relationship relationship between between land land use, use, de de velopment, velopment, and and surface surface water water resources resources soon, soon, to to prevent prevent additional additional damage damage to to northern northern Ohio's Ohio's sur sur face face water water resources resources and and Lake Lake Erie's Erie's nearshore nearshore areas. areas.
